Abstract-The electric power grid is a crucial infrastructure in our society and is always a target of malicious users and attackers. In this paper, we first introduce the concept of unidentifiable attack, in which the control center cannot identify the attack even though it detects its presence. Thus, the control center cannot obtain deterministic state estimates, since there may have several feasible cases and the control center cannot simply favor one over the others. Given an unidentifiable attack, we present algorithms to enumerate all feasible cases, and propose an optimization strategy from the perspective of the control center to deal with an unidentifiable attack. Furthermore, we propose a heuristic algorithm from the view of an attacker to find good attack regions such that the number of meters required to compromise is as few as possible. We also formulate the problem that how to distinguish all feasible cases if the control center has some limited resources to verify some meters, and solve it with standard algorithms. Finally, we briefly evaluate and validate our enumerating algorithms and optimization strategy.
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INTRODUCTION
T HE electric power grid is a distribution network that connects the electric power generators to customers through transmission lines, and its security and reliability are critical to society. To enable its safe and reliable operation, the power grid is monitored continuously by smart meters installed at important locations of the power grid. The meters take various measurements, including real and reactive power injections on buses and real and reactive power flows on transmission lines. Such data is then fed to the control center within the supervisory control and data acquisition system. Using the collected information, the control center estimates the state variables, which are the voltage amplitudes and phases on buses, and then makes corresponding adjustments to stabilize the power grid.
To obtain reliable state estimates, it is essential for the control center to be fed reliable and accurate meter measurements. However attackers may compromise meter measurements and send malicious data to the control center, thus misleading the control center to make bad decisions that may cause severe consequences to the power system. Researchers have developed various techniques to detect bad data measurements [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , most of which are based on measurement residuals.
However, Liu et al. [6] has presented an undetectable false data injection that can defeat all the detection techniques based on measurement residuals. Their simulation results indicate that for medium size power system (e.g., IEEE 30-bus system), the attackers may need to compromise 60 to 75 percent of all meters before they can succeed in launching a random false data injection attack. However, an attacker may either have limited attack resources or only limited access to some meters. Thus, we are interested in exploring if there are other types of attacks that require fewer meters.
In this paper, we focus on unidentifiable attacks, which are different from undetectable attacks discussed in [6] . In unidentifiable attacks, the control center can detect that there are bad or malicious measurements, but it cannot identify which meters have been compromised. As a result, the attacker does not need to manipulate as many meters for unidentifiable attacks as when he is launching undetectable attacks. Under an unidentifiable attack, the control center has no way to simply eliminate some "bad" data and thus get accurate state estimates. However, the control center has to make a decision how much power to generate, no matter good or bad, in response to the attack. We argue that a good decision during such an attack is one that minimizes the total cost which includes generation and penalty cost caused by damages of the attack.
Our main contributions in this paper are as follows:
1. We are the first to propose the unidentifiable attack in a power grid system. We demonstrate the feasibility of this type of attack. An adversary can launch an unidentifiable attack by compromising a smaller number of meters compared with the previously proposed attacks while at the same time confuse the control center on what really happens. 2. We propose a heuristic algorithm to enumerate all feasible cases under an unidentifiable attack. The previous classic "bad data detection" algorithms do not work for this attack scenario. Our algorithm is the first to resolve the problems of the previous algorithms. It also significantly reduces the possible solution searching space compared with brute force approach. We show through empirical study that the algorithm can efficiently find all possible attacks. 3. Enumerating possible attacks is not equivalent to locating the exact attack. To defend against all possible attack scenarios, we also propose a strategy to minimize the average damage to the system. We formulate the problem as a nonlinear programming problem and solve it through a standard optimization package. 4. We improve on [7] by considering from the view of an attacker. As an attacker, he is interested in finding good attack regions to attack such that the number of meters he needs to compromise to launch an unidentifiable attack is minimized. To find such regions, we propose a heuristic algorithm that can reveal good attack regions by performing column transformations on the Jacobian matrix of a power system. 5. As another improvement on [7] , we propose an algorithm that a control center with limited resource can use to identify the meters they should verify during an unidentifiable attack. 6. We analyze our system in AC model, which is nonlinear and doubles the number of variables compared to the DC model. The recent security investigations of the power system, such as [6] , [8] , [9] , [10] , are all based on DC model. Although DC model can be representative of the power system, AC model can capture more subtleties and is more complicated and realistic to describe a power system. We believe this is the first piece of work to carefully examine the attacks and solutions in realistic AC model. The formulation and optimization can be used as a basis for future work. A preliminary version of this paper was presented in [7] . Herein, we add one algorithm from the view of an attacker to find good attack regions for unidentifiable attacks and another algorithm from the view of the control center to identify the meters they should verify under an unidentifiable attack. Furthermore, one more case study is conducted in simulation. The nomenclatures used in the paper are listed below Section 8.
RELATED WORK
To ensure the power system operates correctly, the control center needs to collect measurements to estimate the state variables, and then takes control actions against any contingency. For a system with n buses and m meters, the state estimates are determined through the model of z ¼ hðxÞ þ e, where x ¼ ðV 1 ; . . . ; V n ; 1 ; . . . ; n Þ is the state variable vector, z ¼ ðz 1 ; . . . ; z m Þ is the measurement vector, and e is the measurement error vector.
Bad measurements, however, may exist due to faulty meters, transmission errors, or alterations by malicious attackers. Researchers have developed lots of approaches on bad data detection and identification since 1970s, such as identification by elimination (IBE) [1] , nonquadratic criteria (NQC) [2] , hypothesis testing identification (HTI) [3] , combinatorial optimization identification (COI) [4] , [5] .
An early comparative study of the first three approaches can be found in [11] .
Another way to deter malicious users is securing communications and ensuring data integrity [12] , [13] , [14] . Besides, public-key schemes, such as [15] , [16] , [17] , can also be implemented to prevent malicious users from manipulating meter measurements.
Liu et al. [6] have shown that, given the topology and line impedance of a power system in DC model, an attacker can inject malicious data without being detected by the control center, since the injected malicious data does not change the residual. Since then, the undetectable attack has drawn a lot of attention, such as in [8] , [9] , and [18] . In [8] and [18] , a specific undetectable attack called the load redistribution attack is analyzed. In [9] , minimum residue energy attack is discussed as well.
The unidentifiable attack considered in this paper is different from the undetectable attack in that the control center can detect the presence of an attack but cannot identify which meters have been compromised. This is in fact the concept of nondeducibility [19] but with an inverse form, in which the attacker maintains the property of nondeducibility. Our unidentifiable attacks aim to confuse the control center to the extent that it does not know what the exact demand scenario is and hence needs to rely on a strategy to deal with such attacks. Compared with undetectable attack, an attacker only needs to manipulate at most half as many meters to launch an unidentifiable attack as those he needs for an undetectable attack. The concept of unidentifiable attacks is hence of great value and more practical, especially for an attacker with limited attack resources. Consequently, this paper complements the research in cyber-physical systems [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] .
UNIDENTIFIABLE ATTACK
The unidentifiable attack in this paper is a new type of attack in the power system. Before we present the formal definition of the unidentifiable attack, we define feasible case for a power system and make an assumption regarding to the capability of an attacker.
Feasible case. A feasible case for a power system is a vector of all m meter readings that 1) is consistent with negligible error; and 2) hence can produce a distinct set of state variables.
We denote the collection of feasible cases by set F. And we assume that an attacker can at most compromise r meters. Suppose the meter reading vector under an attack is z a . Then the formal definition is:
Unidentifiable attack. An attack is unidentifiable if the following two conditions are satisfied: 1) dðz a ; zÞ 6 ¼ 0, 8z 2 F, where d is a function that returns the number of mismatch elements between two vectors; 2) there exists a set F 0 F such that dðz a ; z 0 Þ r, 8z 0 2 F 0 , and jF 0 j ! 2, where j:j is a function on a set and returns the number of elements in it.
In the above definition, condition (1) makes sure that the control center can detect the presence of an attack; condition (2) guarantees that at least two feasible cases exist to obfuscate the control center. In the following, we will first further explain the unidentifiable attack with concrete examples. Then we will discuss the attack strategy from an attacker's viewpoint.
Unidentifiable Attack Examples
To further understand the unidentifiable attack, let us consider an ideal case where the measurements have no error except those which are manipulated by an attacker. Suppose there are m ¼ m 0 þ m 1 þ m 2 measurements which can be divided into three sets, M 0 , M 1 , and M 2 , with cardinalities m 0 , m 1 , and m 2 , respectively. Assume that m 1 r, m 2 r, and an attacker has manipulated the set of measurements in M 1 . Obviously, the vector of measurements is not a feasible case, that is, the control center can detect the presence of an attack. Let us further assume that, the measurements M 0 [ M 1 alone are consistent and make the whole system observable, 1 so are the measurements
In such a scenario, the control center can conclude that either set M 1 or set M 2 are the compromised measurements. However, the control center has no way to determine the exact set that has been compromised. We call such an attack unidentifiable, since the attack on set M 1 confuses the control center to believe that either set M 1 or set M 2 has been compromised. We say this attack has two feasible cases: one is determined by M 0 [ M 1 , and the other is determined by M 0 [ M 2 .
In the power system, all meters are interactive to some extent. Therefore, changing one meter usually requires changes of many other meters to make the changes consistent. From the view of an attacker, he intends to change as few meters as possible to generate an unidentifiable attack. In this paper, we focus on two types of unidentifiable attacks, which can lead to bad consequences. One is load redistribution attack (Type I), in which the attacker obfuscates the control center whether the power demands on some load buses are redistributed, while the total power demand is unchanged. The other is load increase attack (Type II), in which the attacker obfuscates the control center whether the demand on a certain bus is increased, while the demands for other load buses remain the same. Compared to random changes on meter readings that may require to check many times before an unidentifiable attack with bad consequences can be obtained, these two types of attacks empirically require less effort of the attacker.
Let us consider two simple examples that illustrate the two types of unidentifiable attacks above. To simplify our discussion, we use DC model in our examples, but we consider AC model for the rest of the work in this paper. Fig. 1 is a three bus power system. On each bus, there is a power injection meter; on each transmission line, there are two power flow meters, with one at each end of the line. In DC model, there is no resistance on transmission lines but only susceptance. The susceptance between buses 1 and 2 is 280 (we omit the unit, and thereafter); that between buses 2 and 3 is 70; and that between buses 1 and 3 is 140. Suppose the load on bus 2 is 21, and the load on bus 3 is 35. Before any attack, the meter readings are consistent as shown in Fig. 1 . Now suppose r ¼ 4 and an attacker can manipulate meters {2,3,5,9}. The attacker changes the readings of these four meters to the value shown in Fig. 2 . The whole set of data is not consistent, and the control center knows that an attack is present. However, the readings on meters {1,4,6,7,8} are consistent, and they can determine a set of state variables, which corresponds to the load vector fbus2; bus3g ¼ f21; 35g. The readings on meters {1,2,3,5,9} are also consistent, while they can determine a different set of state variables, which corresponds to the load vector fbus2; bus3g ¼ f14; 42g. Under this scenario, even though the control center knows that four meters have been compromised, it has no way to identify which four have been manipulated. The compromised data can either be meters {2,3,5,9}, or meters {4,6,7,8}. That is, there are two feasible cases. One is determined by meters {1,4,6,7,8}, which is f56; À21; À35; 28; À28; 7; À7; 28; À28g. The other is determined by meters {1,2,3,5,9}, which is f56; À14; À42; 24; À24; 10; À10; 32; À32g. In this example, the net effect of the attack is to have the control center guess whether there is a 7 unit load redistribution between buses 2 and 3 ({21,35} to {14,42}). To make this load redistribution undetectable, one has to compromise all nine meters except meter 1, which is beyond the attacker's capability. However, we only need to compromise 4 meters to make this attack unidentifiable.
Another similar attack is shown in Fig. 3 . In this case, meters {2,5,6,8} are compromised corresponding to the load vector fbus2; bus3g ¼ f35; 35g. Similarly, the compromised data can either be meters {2,5,6,8}, or be meters {1,4,7,9}.
1. A set of measurements is said to make the system observable if the states of all the buses can be determined with these measurements. That is, there are two feasible cases: one determined by meters {1,3,4,7,9} and the other by meters {2,3,5,6,8}. In this example, the net effect of the attack is to let the control center guess whether there is a 14 unit load increase on bus 2 (from 21 to 35). Again, only 4 meters need to be compromised to launch this unidentifiable attack, compared to 8 meters for the corresponding undetectable attack.
In each of the example, there are some meters that have the same readings for the different feasible cases of an unidentifiable attack. With more common readings among different feasible cases, fewer meters need to be compromised to launch an unidentifiable attack.
Best Attack Regions for Unidentifiable Attacks
From an attacker's viewpoint, he is interested in finding a region such that he only needs to compromise as few meters as possible to launch an effective attack, no matter Type I or Type II attack.
First, we have to find a metric to evaluate an attack region. Assume that an attacker needs to compromise d meters in a region to shift from one feasible case to another feasible case, i.e., to launch an undetectable attack. Now, we want to know how many compromised meters are enough to launch an unidentifiable attack in the same region. We denote it by d 0 . Regarding r, there are four cases in total, listed in Table 1 . From the table, we can see that compromising d=2 meters is enough to launch an unidentifiable attack, no matter what r is (since the attacker can compromise d=2 meters, it means r is at least d=2). Thus, we use d 0 ¼ d=2 as the metric to evaluate how good an attack region is.
We use the Jacobian matrix method, similar in [6] , to find the best attack region for a bus system. The detail of this method and some attack regions with the values of d 0 in three IEEE bus systems can be found in Appendix A, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS. 2012.273. Some of these regions will be further evaluated in Section 7.
OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY
Under an unidentifiable attack, the control center cannot identify which set of meters is compromised, even though it knows that some meters are compromised. Suppose that under an unidentifiable attack, the control center finds l feasible cases, i.e., jF 0 j ¼ l (we will present algorithms to find all feasible cases in Section 5). To reduce the damage caused by such an unidentifiable attack, the control center has to consider all l feasible cases, and tries to find a solution such that the damage to the power system is as small as possible before the set of compromised meters can be identified and eliminated (it is possible that the attack cannot be identified without sending power engineers to conduct a physical check).
To evaluate whether a power generation solution is good or not, we need to assess the potential damage such a solution yields to each of l feasible cases. The damage mainly includes the followings:
. Power shedding on load buses. There is not enough power supply for load buses such that some load buses get less power than their demands which results in the tripping of circuit breakers to shed some loads. . Overloading of transmission lines. The power flow on a transmission line may go beyond its capacity such that the line trips, possibly resulting in severe consequences, for example, large area blackout. . Overpowering on load buses. A load bus may be fed more power than its demand which can result in the power system operating at higher frequency than it can tolerate, tripping certain circuit breakers and causing blackout. The cost of the whole power system consists of two components: one is related to the cost of power generation, and the other is related to the cost of damages mentioned above. Any good power generation solution should avoid overloading and overpowering scenarios since they both can cause severe consequences. In our proposed strategy to identify good power generation solutions during an unidentifiable attack, we propose to avoid any potential damages caused by overloading and overpowering by including constraints that prevent overloading and overpowering from occurring. Therefore, we only need to include the power generating cost and the penalty of load shedding in our overall cost. Since all l feasible cases are unidentifiable and equally possible in the view of the control center, it is reasonable to consider the average damage caused by a power generation solution to all feasible attack cases. We are to find a power generation solution such that the sum of the generating cost and the average damage caused by load shedding is minimized
where D shed;k is defined as follows:
The constraints are as follows:
1. Power shedding constraints:
in which the positive P S k;i guarantees that there is no overpowering. 2. Power flow and power injection constraints: 
3. Line transmission capacity constraints:
4. Generator capacity constraints:
In the above formulation, P D k;i and QD k;i , which are determined by the kth feasible case, are known. P S k;i and QS k;i are variables. V i and i , 1 i n, are auxiliary variables, which connect other variables via (4), (5), (6) , and (7). After solving the minimization problem (we use the free software IPOPT [26] ), we will get all the variables, including P G j , P S k;i , V i , and i , 8b j 2 G, 1 k l, 1 i n. The control center can then determine the amount of power generation on each generator and the amount of power supply on each load bus, and send these quantities as directives to the corresponding generators and load buses. This is how the control center responds to an unidentifiable attack.
ANALYSIS OF UNIDENTIFIABLE ATTACK
When an unidentifiable attack occurs, the control center first has to detect the presence of an attack. One can use any typical bad data detection scheme proposed by previous work to detect the presence of an attack. Given a power system with n buses and m meters in AC model, as mentioned in Section 2, measurements z ¼ ðz 1 ; . . . ; z m Þ are functions of the state variables x ¼ ðV 1 ; . . . ; V n ; 1 ; . . . ; n Þ. That is, z ¼ hðxÞ þ e, where hðxÞ ¼ ðh 1 ðxÞ; . . . ; h m ðxÞÞ, are defined in the following four cases (assume no error, e.g., e ¼ 0):
1. z is real power injection on bus i:
2. z is reactive power injection on bus i:
3. z is real power flow from bus i to bus j:
4. z is reactive power flow from bus i to bus j:
In case of errors or an attack, the detection scheme will compute L 2 norm kz À hðxÞk 2 , wherex is the vector of estimated state variables obtained by a least-squares estimator. Then the L 2 norm is compared with a predefined threshold , and an attack is declared only if kz À hðxÞk 2 > .
Next, the control center should discern if the attack is unidentifiable. It can draw such a conclusion by enumerating all feasible cases for the attack. It is an unidentifiable attack if at least two feasible cases exist; otherwise, it is not. In the following, we first make some assumptions and formulate the case enumerating problem. Then, we describe algorithms to enumerate all feasible cases, including a brute-force search algorithm and an empirical method that can speed up the brute-force search. Finally, we analyze the complexity and performance of the proposed algorithms.
Assumption and Problem Formulation
We assume that the presence of bad measurements does not make the whole system unobservable, which excludes the scenario of undetectable attacks. And we also assume that a set of meters, say set P , is protected by the power system operator.
Let set A be the set of all meters and set D be the set of bad meters that the control center deduces. With the above assumptions, the problem of finding all feasible cases under an unidentifiable attack can be formulated as follows:
Enumerate all different sets of D such that:
1. The meters in AnD make the whole power system observable. 2. The meters in AnD are consistent; that is, after solving the state estimation for the power system with meters in AnD, the norm of residuals of these meters is zero or less than a predefined value . 3. jDj r. 4. D \ P ¼ ;. 5. Different sets of D results in different state variables. 2 
Enumerating Feasible Cases
Given the assumptions and formulation above, our goal is to find all feasible cases that satisfy all the constraints.
When r is small, we can use brute-force search to find all feasible cases. However when r is big, the brute-force search becomes very expensive, since its search time grows exponentially with increasing r. However, if one can identify an attack region where the compromised meters are located, then the search space can be reduced and hence the search process can be sped up.
Brute-Force Search to Enumerate Feasible Cases
When the maximum number of meters that an attacker can compromise, r, is small, we use brute-force search directly. In a brute-force search, every combination that meets all the constraints in the problem formulation is examined. The brute-force search algorithm works as follows:
Algorithm 1: Brute-force Search Input: r, the attacker's capability; Set A, the set of all meters; Set P , the protected set; Output: A set F that contains all feasible sets of D. 
Locate Attack Region Then Enumerate Feasible Cases
When r is large, the brute-force search approach becomes expensive. As the compromised meters in an unidentifiable attack are typically clustered, we are to identify the attack region and then enumerate feasible cases which only include meters within the attack region. Such a strategy greatly reduces the search space and hence the search time.
To identify the attack region, we can use existing algorithms based on IBE, such as those discussed in [1] . Though these algorithms cannot exactly identify all the bad data, especially those interacting ones, these algorithms can give us some clues about the attack region.
We propose a three-step scheme for enumerating feasible cases for an unidentifiable attack. In our first step, we use the IBE algorithm since our goal is not to identify all bad data but to roughly locate the attack region. In the IBE algorithm, it first runs the least-squares estimator and then deletes the measurement with the largest residual, until the norm of the residuals is less than a predefined threshold . The IBE algorithm works as follows: Run state estimation with AnD; 6:
Find the meter that has the largest residual; 7: End After executing Step 1, we identify a set of meters, D. We then check where the meters in set D are, and hence can roughly deduce where the attack region is. We define the attack region, R, which is a subgraph of the whole power system, using the following algorithm:
Step 2: Attack Region Identification (Algorithm 3) 1: R ¼ ;; 2: For meter a 2 D 3: if a is on bus i 4:
else if a is on line t i j 6:
endif 8: endfor
The rationale for the above algorithm is as follows: If a meter is on a bus, its reading (real/reactive) is the summation of all power flows (real/reactive) incident to that bus according to (4) and (5) . If a meter is on a branch, its reading is a function of the state variables of the two end buses according to (6) and (7). For interacting bad data, the bad data nearby a good one can make the good one has the largest residual. Thus, if a data is eliminated in Step 1, it is either because the data is bad or its nearby data is bad. Therefore, in the attack region, we include both the data with largest residual and its neighbors that affect it directly. That is, if a meter on a bus is declared bad, we include both that bus and all the branches incident to that bus into the attack region; if a meter on a branch is declared bad, we include that line and two end buses into the attack region. Fig. 4 illustrates how the attack region is defined.
Therefore, by looking at the region where the bad data are located, we can roughly identify the attack region. However, we cannot guarantee that the attack region defined above includes all the bad meters, which is summarized in the following claim.
Claim. By eliminating the measurement with the largest residual until the remaining ones are consistent, the attack region defined above is not guaranteed to include all bad data.
Remark. The proof is in Appendix B, which is available in the online supplemental material. The example given in our proof in Appendix B, which is available in the online supplemental material, is an extreme case. Consider a power system in AC model, there are 4 meters on each transmission line, with two at each end of the line, one for real power flow, the other for reactive power flow; and there are two injection meters on each bus, one for real power and the other for reactive power. To produce the above attack, the attacker has to compromise more than 2/3 of all meters. 3 If the attacker has that much attack resources, he may be able to launch an undetectable attack which may produce larger damages and hence he may not have the incentive to launch an unidentifiable attack.
After obtaining the attack region, we will do a bruteforce search in it. However, this brute-force search algorithm is different from Algorithm 1, since we need to consider the case that the detected attack region does not include all bad data as proved in the above claim. The algorithm is as follows:
Step 3: Brute-force Search in the attack region (Algorithm 4) Input: R, the detected attack region with jRj meters; r, the attacker's capability; Set A, the set of all meters; Set P , the protected set; Output: A set F that contains all feasible sets of D. Although the detected attack region may not include all bad data, line 8 in Step 3 is able to find bad data outside of the detected attack region. The three-step algorithm will usually find all the feasible cases.
Performance Analysis
Given a power system with m measurements and an attacker with capability r, the brute-force search (Algorithm 1) is Oðð m r ÞÞ. This is huge when m and r are both large. Therefore, Algorithm 1 only works for either a small power system or an attacker with very limited capability.
When Algorithm 1 is not applicable, we should utilize the three-step scheme (Algorithms 2-4) . Suppose there are jRj meters in the located attack region R, then the complexity is Oðð jRj r ÞÞ, which is much smaller than that of brute-force search, given that the compromised measurements in an unidentified attack is usually clustered and jRj is much less than m. If the attack region R is not connected, i.e., there are more than one attack regions, we can apply Algorithms 2-4 on each connected attack region.
Our method is better than all existing bad data detection methods in power system under an unidentifiable attack, since they cannot work in case of such attack. In an unidentifiable attack, there are more than one feasible cases. All existing methods can only find one solution, which means that they can at most find one feasible case. The attacker is always able to manipulate a set of measurements such that the set of bad measurements identified by an existing method is different from the set of manipulated measurements. Therefore, none of them can work in the scenario of an unidentifiable attack. In this sense, our method has already greatly eliminated false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) which all existing methods have. However, since our algorithms are heuristic, they may still have FP and FN. If the detected attack region contains all the bad data, there will be neither FP nor FN. Even if the detected attack region does not contain all the bad data, Algorithm 4 is able to find some bad data outside of the detected attack region. We believe that these two facts will reduce the rate of FP and FN. As shown in the evaluation in Section 7, there is neither FP nor FN in dealing with the six unidentifiable attacks created with Matpower [27] .
DIRECT METER VERIFICATION TO ELIMINATE FEASIBLE CASES
In this section, we investigate how a control center with limited resources for verifying meter readings should strategize such that it can either identify a particular feasible case as the real attack scenario or reduce the number of feasible cases from all feasible cases. By limited resources, we mean the maximum number of meters that the control center can verify. Suppose the control center has found l feasible cases given an unidentifiable attack. Now the control center has limited resources to verify only a small number of meters, say s meters. From the perspective of the control center, it is interested in either finding which one of l feasible cases is the real attack case, or excluding as many feasible cases from the l feasible cases. The issue the control center faces is which meters should be chosen for reading verification to maximize its interest.
This problem can be formulated as a set cover problem with some restrictions. The detailed formulation process and how it is solved can be found in Appendix C, which is available in the online supplemental material.
EVALUATION
In this section, we present the results of several experiments that we conduct. First, we generate six unidentifiable attacks in three bus systems. Second, we locate the attack region and enumerate all possible cases using Algorithms 2-4 presented in Section 5; at the same time, we show that the IBE method does not correctly identify the set of bad data, especially if the bad data interact with one another. Finally, we evaluate the operating cost of the power system based on the optimization strategy we present in Section 4. Our results show that the optimization strategy, we propose for dealing with unidentifiable attacks, is a viable solution. Here we only detail the evaluation on IEEE 14-bus system. The evaluation on IEEE 9-bus and 30-bus systems can be found in Appendix D, which is available in the online supplemental material.
Generating Unidentifiable Attacks
We generate one Type I attack and one Type II attack in 14-bus system, whose topology is shown in Fig. 5 . We generate malicious data using the Matpower tool [27] , which is developed to solve power flow problems. We first input one load vector into Matpower and record the first set of meter readings. Then, we feed another load vector into Matpower and record the second set of meter readings. Comparing the two sets of readings, some of them are the same in both sets while others are different. We merge the two sets of readings as follows: for those meter readings that are different in these two cases, we keep some obtained from the first set, and some from the second set. In this way, we can get an unidentifiable attack scenario with two feasible cases.
We still consider the two types of attack scenarios illustrated in Section 3 using the AC model. For Type I load redistribution attack scenario, we introduce the second feasible case by increasing the load on one bus by a certain amount and decreasing the load on another bus by the same amount. Thus, together with the original case, we obtain an unidentifiable attack with two feasible cases. For Type II load increase attack scenario, we introduce the second feasible case by increasing the load only on one bus by a certain amount; similarly, we get an unidentifiable attack with two feasible cases.
Two unidentifiable attacks are generated in 14-bus system, one for each type. For the Type I attack, the compromised meters are listed in Table 2 , and the rest meters remain intact and their readings are omitted. The meter readings before the attack is based on the real power load vector fbus12; bus13g ¼ f6:1; 13:5g, and the meter readings after the attack are based on the real power load vector fbus12; bus13g ¼ f16:1; 3:5g; the loads in other buses have the same values as those in the Matpower distribution package. For the Type II attack, the compromised data are listed in Table 3 . The meters readings before the attack is based on the real power bus7 ¼ 0, and the readings after the attack is based on the real power bus7 ¼ 10; the loads in other buses have the same values as those in the Matpower distribution package.
Locate the Attack Region and Enumerate Feasible Cases
For the two attacks listed above, we first use Algorithm 2 to get the deleted set D. The deleted set for each attack is listed in Table 4 , where where bsxx 1=2 means PI/QI on bus xx, respectively, and brxx 1=2=3=4 means the PL/QL on the from-bus and to-bus of branch xx, respectively. In the table, br12 ¼ ðbus6, bus12Þ, br13 ¼ ðbus6, bus13Þ, and br19 ¼ ðbus12, bus13Þ. To show the effectiveness of IBE, we also list the real compromised set for each attack.
As we can see in Table 4 , the IBE method cannot identify the real compromised measurements, and there is even no common element between the deleted set and the compromised set. This illustrates that the IBE method cannot identify the interacting bad measurements. Neither can other bad data detection methods, such as NQC, HIT, and COI mentioned in Section 2, as explained in Section 5.3.
Next, we apply Algorithm 3 on the deleted set listed in Table 4 to get the attack region. Though the deleted sets do not even contain one real compromised measurement, the attack regions obtained from Algorithm 3 do contain all the compromised measurements. The attack regions are shown in the dashed rectangle or trapezoid in Fig. 5 .
Finally, we apply Algorithm 4 directly to enumerate all feasible cases. For both of the unidentifiable attacks, we are able to find out that there are only two feasible cases for each attack, just as same as described in Section 7.1. Furthermore, we can tell the attack type of each attack after obtaining its feasible cases. Let us take the Type II i Þ for two reasons. The first is that we have already found one feasible case via the IBE method. The second is, once a feasible case is found, the brute force search can skip some combinations. For instance, if a solution with three bad data has been identified, we do not need to check all bad data combinations which include these three bad data.
Cost Optimization
We evaluate our optimization problem using the two unidentifiable attacks we discussed in Section 7.1. For each of the unidentifiable attacks, we have already known that there are two feasible cases and what they are. Thus, we only need to feed these feasible cases into the objective function (1) and try to minimize it. We use the free software IPOPT [26] to solve the nonlinear optimization problem. In our analysis, we set the power shedding cost as five times as the cost of the most expensive generator. This setting is reasonable, since the power shedding cost must be higher than the cost of any generator; otherwise, the generator will choose not to satisfy the load demand even it still has available capacity.
Type I Attack in 14-Bus System
In this attack, we change 7 meters as shown in Table 2 . Under this unidentifiable attack, the control center may either conclude that the power demands of buses 12 and 13 are 6.1 and 13.5 (case 1), or they are 16.1 and 3.5 (case 2). In the original Matpower packet, all line capacities are 9,900 MVA. To examine the impact of line capacities, we adjust the line capacities for the following branches: branches 12, 13, and 19 to 10, 25, and 10 MVA, respectively. The cost comparison is listed in Table 5 , in which solution 1 is the optimal solution based on case 1, and solution 2 is the optimal solution based on case 2. "Overload" means that if the control center gets a solution based on case 1 but it is actually case 2, then some branches will exceed their line capacities. As we can see, our solution is the best, given that the control center cannot favor one case over the other. Table 3 shows the type II attack in 14-bus system. The two feasible cases are as follows: the real power demand on bus 7 is either 0 (case 1) or 10 (case 2). In this example, we do not change any line capacity. The cost comparison is listed in Table 6 , where "overpowered" means that if the control center gets a solution based on case 2 but it is actually case 1, then some buses will get more power than their demands. As we can see, our solution is still the best, given that the control center cannot favor one case over the other.
Type II Attack in 14-Bus System
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce the concept of unidentifiable attack in power system, which is a new type of attack never proposed before. In such an attack, the control center cannot obtain a deterministic state estimation, since there may be several feasible cases and the control center cannot simply favor one over the others. We also discuss a strategy that an attacker can use to identify good attack regions where he can find meters to compromise for an identifiable attack. We then formulate an optimization strategy from the perspective of the control center to deal with an unidentifiable attack such that the average damage caused by the attack can be minimized. Furthermore, we propose a threestep scheme that allows us to find all feasible cases under an unidentifiable attack, in which we locate attack region first and hence significantly reduce the search space when compared to the search space using the brute-force search scheme directly. We also discuss a strategy that the control center can use to reveal the real case if it only has limited resources to verify some meters. Finally, we evaluate and validate our optimization strategy and enumerating scheme using 9-bus, 14-bus, and 30-bus power systems. 
Constants:
m: total number of meters, m ¼ jAj l:
total number of feasible cases n:
total number of buses, n ¼ jBj r:
capability of the attacker s:
number of meters an operator can verify C g : generating cost of generator g C shed;i :
power shedding cost of load bus i G ij :
conductance between bus i and bus j B ij :
susceptance between bus i and bus j P G g;min : min real capacity of generator g P G g;max : max real capacity of generator g QG g;min : min reactive capacity of generator g QG g;max : max reactive capacity of generator g P L max ij : max line capacity between bus i and j P D k;i : real demand on bus i in case k QD k;i : reactive demand on bus i in case k Variables:
x: the vector of state variables i :
voltage phase of bus i V i :
voltage amplitude of bus i P G g : real power generated by generator g QG g :
reactive power generated by generator g P S k;i : real power shedding on bus i in case k QS k;i : reactive shedding on bus i in case k P ij : real power flow between bus i and j Q ij : reactive power flow between bus i and j P L ij :
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